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ABSTRACT This article discusses the benefits of introducing a simple passive mechanism to enable
rotor tilting in Vertical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL) multirotor vehicles. Such a system is evaluated in
relevant Urban Air Mobility (UAM) passenger transport scenarios such as hovering in wind conditions
and overcoming rotor failures. While conventional parallel axis multirotors are underactuated systems,
the proposed mechanism makes the vehicle fully actuated in SE(3), which implies independent cabin position
and orientation control. An accurate vehicle simulator with realistic parameters is presented to compare in
simulation the proposed architecture with a conventional underactuated VTOL vehicle that shares the same
physical properties. In order to make fair comparisons, controllers are obtained solving an optimization
problem in which the cost function of both systems is chosen to be equivalent. In particular, the control
laws are Linear-Quadratic Regulators (LQR), which are derived by linearizing the systems around hover.
It is shown through extensive simulation that the introduction of a passive rotor tilting mechanism based
on universal joints improves performance metrics such as vehicle stability, power consumption, passenger
comfort and position tracking precision in nominal flight conditions and it does not compromise vehicle
safety in rotor failure situations.
INDEX TERMS Urban air mobility (UAM), airtaxi, fully actuated vehicle, VTOL, LQR, optimal control,
wind gusts, rotor failure, vehicle performance metrics, universal joint.

I. INTRODUCTION

Increasing urban population and rising concerns about atmospheric and acoustic pollution makes it crucial to rethink
mobility of goods and people in the city. Urban Air Mobility (UAM) is a recent trend that seeks to leverage the benefits
of vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) vehicles to reduce
traffic congestion, commuting times and pollution by taking
mobility to the third dimension [1].
Progress in battery technology, microelectromechanical
sensors, microprocessors and digital control techniques have
recently boosted unmanned aerial vehicles, turning what once
was restricted to robotic research labs into a versatile tool
with a broad variety of applications such as search and rescue
operations, law enforcement, infrastructure inspection, traffic
monitoring, agriculture or filming. Micro aerial vehicles have
even become a relatively common toy for the wide public.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Hassen Ouakad
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.

Driven by such revolution in the access to airspace, many
start-ups and large traditional aerospace companies around
the world are pursuing the vision of highly automated reduced
size aircraft populating urban skies and transporting people in
the not so distant future. Most of the proposed concepts and
existing prototypes rely on the less noisy and cleaner electric
propulsion systems.
Similarly to what happens in today’s road traffic, several vehicle architectures are expected to coexist, each fitting a particular objective mission such as intracity air
taxi operations, ferry substitutes, touristic attractions, air
ambulance operations, airport shuttles or intercity air transport [1]. On the longer range and payload side of the
spectrum, winged VTOLs are to be found, with good
cruising efficiency. On the contrary, wingless multirotor
VTOLs are expected to cover shorter ranges and payloads of one to four passengers, being valued for their
maneuverability, hovering efficiency and relatively smaller
footprint.
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This article is concerned with the latter class of VTOL
passenger vehicles. In particular, it aims to explore the implications that the addition of a passive rotor tilting mechanism
can have in terms of stability, efficiency, precision, comfort
and safety for wingless VTOL vehicles (see Figure 1). The
here presented air taxi concept is inspired by a real prototype
currently being developed at Tecnalia.
In order to do so, the dynamic response to external
events such as wind gusts and rotor failures will be analyzed for a conventional parallel axis multirotor in the
spirit of currently existing prototypes such as EHang 216,
Volocopter 2X (which actually introduces fixed tilting in its
propellers) or CityAirbus, from now on denoted as vehicle
architecture A (2a) and a multirotor with the proposed passive
rotor tilting mechanism, vehicle architecture B (2b).

A. RELATED WORK

Parallel axis multirotors (also known as collinear multirotors,
vehicles where the thrust vector generated by all propellers
is oriented in the same direction) are underactuated systems:
they cannot simultaneously control their location and orientation. In recent times, aerial robotics community has proposed
multiple fully actuated vehicle architectures [2].
Some of the vehicle architectures proposed in the literature
achieve full actuation by rotating the propellers with a fixed
tilting angle. This is the approach followed by the hexarotors
presented in [3]–[6]. The authors of [7]–[9] propose optimizing the propeller position and tilting angle to achieve omnidirectional motion. This procedure of achieving full actuation
is mechanically simple but generates energy inefficiencies
because part of the thrust produced by the propellers is lost
generating internal forces.
Another group of vehicles makes use of dedicated actuators
to tilt the propellers. Rotor tilting is simultaneously controlled
by means of a single actuator in [10], switching between an
underactuated and a fully actuated configuration. However,
a more common approach is to actively control the tilting
of the propellers, either individually [11]–[13] or collectively
[14], [15]. Fully actuated vehicles which rely on dedicated
actuators can avoid some of the inefficiencies of fixed tilting
vehicles by better aligning thrust, but at the cost of increased
system complexity and weight due to the addition of extra
actuators.
One last group of fully actuated vehicles consists of collaborative setups where multiple underactuated multirotors
are attached to a main body through a passive mechanism
providing a way of independently controlling the six degrees
of freedom of the central body. Each peripheral underactuated
vehicle can be seen as an orientable thrust generator that
modifies the control allocation matrix so that any acceleration
vector is reachable for the central body. Examples of this
approach include cable [16], [17] or spherical joints based
systems [18], [19]. The universal joint based architecture presented in [20] lays within this last category and it constitutes
the basis for the developments of this article.
VOLUME 9, 2021

FIGURE 1. Wingless VTOL passenger vehicle with a passive rotor tilting
mechanism based on universal joints.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS

This article is a continuation of the work presented in [20],
studying the implications of applying such a passive rotor
tilting architecture to passenger transport. The main contributions of this article are
• Presentation of an accurate modeling and simulation
approach, with a procedure to determine reasonable
physical parameters.
• Proposal of an optimization based linear control strategy
and selection of cost function parameters to enable a fair
comparison between different vehicle architectures.
• Comparison metric definition to analyze vehicle performance in terms of stability, efficiency, precision, comfort and safety.
• Extensive simulation to analyze wind rejection capabilities and resolution of rotor failure situations.
C. STRUCTURE

This document is structured as follows: section II describes
the modeling approach followed to characterize the vehicles,
as well as the reason behind the choice of all relevant parameters. Section III describes the adopted optimal control strategy and the choice of appropriate cost function parameters
to enable a fair comparison, section IV presents extensive
simulation results and section V discusses the conclusions of
this paper and proposes future research topics.
II. DYNAMIC MODELS

In order to compare in simulation the dynamic behavior of
two different vehicle architectures, the first step is to develop
a mathematical model of both systems, that determines the
evolution of their states under different conditions
ẋ = f (x, u, d)

(1)

where x, u and d are the state, input and disturbance vector,
respectively.
Literature is rich presenting dynamic models of parallel
axis multirotors, similar to vehicle A (e.g. [21]). A derivation
of the equations of motion of the vehicle B architecture using
Newton-Euler formalism can be found in [20]. Rigid Body
Dynamic Algorithms [22] provide a general framework to
64369
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FIGURE 2. Reaction to a constant 30 m/s lateral wind speed by the two different models. Parallel axis multirotors are underactuated systems and must
sacrifice cabin orientation in order to achieve position control. Full-actuation in SE(3) can be obtained by introducing a simple passive mechanism.

model dynamics of mechanical systems composed of multiple rigid bodies. Taking as an input the inertial properties
and kinematic constraints between the different rigid bodies,
the algorithms derive efficient code to compute its equations
of motion and even perform symbolic operations such as
differentiation of the equations.
Modeling and simulation in this work were performed
using the implementation of such rigid body algorithms provided by Drake [23] and an appropriate visualizer was developed with MeshCat [24] (see Figure 2).
A. DEFINITIONS

According to Newton’s second law of motion, time invariant
mechanical systems can be expressed as second order differential equations of the form
M (q) · v̇ = f (q, v, u) ,

(2)

where the configuration vector q and the velocity vector v

T
compose the state vector of the system x = qT , vT , u is
the input vector and M is the configuration dependent mass
matrix. A system is said to be fully actuated in state x0 if, for
every desired value v̇d , there exists a value of u capable of
producing such a behavior [25].
The generalized forces acting on the system can be divided
into actuation forces f a which depend on the input vector
uand not actuated forces f na including Coriolis forces and
gravity.
M (q) · v̇ = f na (q, v) + f a (q, v, u) ,

(3)

Whenever a dynamic system can be formulated as a control
affine expression
f a (q, v, u) = B (q, v) · u,

(4)

defined by the three dimensional special euclidean group
SE(3) is of particular interest, as it includes the six degrees
of freedom required to specify the orientation and translation
of a rigid body in space [26].
Considering the subset of equations of motion corresponding to translation and rotation,
Ms (q) · v̇s = f sna (q, v) + f sa (q, v, u) ,

v̇s ∈ R6

(6)

the system is said to be fully actuated in SE(3) in state x0 if for
every v̇sd there exists a control input u capable of producing
such a behavior.
Control input of multirotor aerial vehicles can usually be
expressed as u = [un , uα ]T , where un contains the square of
propeller speeds and uα the control action affecting propeller
tilting angles α [2]. Depending on the setup, uα can consist
of a torque, angular speed or directly the tilting angle.
Under such conditions, the SE(3) equations of motion
expressed in the vehicle reference frame transform into
Ms (q) · v̇s = f sna (q, v) + Bs (α) · un .

(7)

When propeller tilting angles are fixed (dim {uα } = 0), full
actuation in SE(3) can be checked by

rank Bs = 6.
(8)
When they are not, dynamic full actuation is defined as
the existence of a control input trajectory u(t) such that the
acceleration trajectory v̇s (t) converges to any desired value
v̇s (t) → v̇sd .
One way of checking the existence of such a trajectory u(t)
is by making the following variable transformation
Bs (α) · un = B̃s · ũ(un , α),

(9)

(5)

where the new input vector ũ = p(un , α) represents the
independently controllable projections of the propeller speed
vector. If
n o
rank B̃s = 6,
(10)

However, instead of considering full actuation in the entire
state space, it is sometimes useful to refer to full actuation in
a particular subspace of the system. The configuration space

there exists a ũ for every v̇sd and the required propeller angular
speed un and tilting angle α can be retrieved inverting the
projection operation [un , α] = p−1 (ũ). Thus, if the low level

where B is the control allocation matrix, the full actuation
condition in state x0 can be stated as
rank {B (x0 )} = dim {v} .
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FIGURE 3. Propulsion unit model. Motor speed reference is saturated to
sat ∈ [0, τ
∈ [0, nmax ] and motor torque to the range τm
the range nsat
max ].
ref

controllers can find a suitable trajectory of uα (t) to reach the
specified α, the system is dynamically fully actuated in SE(3).
Systems which do not satisfy the full actuation condition
for any state are said to be underactuated systems. On the
contrary, systems which satisfy the full actuation condition
over a broad region of the state space are commonly referred
to as fully actuated systems, even if they can become underactuated in singular configurations or due to actuator or state
saturation.
Aerial robotics literature [2] denotes as overactuated the
vehicle architectures that besides fulfilling Equation 10, satisfy that

dim {u} > dim vs = 6.

(11)

Thus, the same set of accelerations v̇s can be achieved with
different combinations of u, which introduces optimality considerations in the control allocation problem. Another subset
of fully actuated aerial vehicles are omnidirectional vehicles,
which are capable of generating net thrust in any direction
regardless of their cabin orientation.
In this sense, vehicle architecture A is underactuated as it
does not fulfill Equation 8, whereas B is overactuated (and
thus fully actuated) in SE(3). Dynamic full actuation in SE(3)
is satisfied because it is possible to independently control
net force and torque in the three spatial axes, satisfying
Equation 10. Because dim {ũ} = 16 > 6 the vehicle is
also overactuated. Besides, being rotor tilting dynamics much
faster than cabin dynamics, transient periods to reach v̇d are
small. Refer to [20] for more details.
B. VEHICLE DYNAMICS

Both vehicle architectures share a similar structure. The passenger cabin is united by means of rigid arms to four rotor
modules Mi , i = 1, . . . , 4. Each of these modules has four
propulsion units Pj , j = 1, . . . , 4, composed of a propeller,
an electric motor and an Electronic Speed Controller (ESC).
Moreover, both vehicle architectures have the same input
vector u ∈ R16 composed by sixteen propeller reference
speeds nref ,ij ; i = 1, . . . , 4; j = 1, . . . , 4. These reference
speeds are saturated to nsat
ref ∈ [0, nmax ] and introduced into
an ESC, which is modeled as a sufficiently high proportional
gain kESC . The output of the controller is motor torque τm .
Motor torque is assumed to always be non-negative, implying
that regenerative braking is not considered. Besides, maximum motor torque is limited to τmax , τmsat ∈ [0, τmax ] (see
Figure 3).
Each propeller is assumed to instantaneously generate
force and torque proportionally to the square of its angular
VOLUME 9, 2021

FIGURE 4. Detail of an universal joint and its mathematical
representation as two pure rotations. Universal joints transmit forces in
every direction and torques along axis zJi .

speed
fij = kf n2ij
τij =

kτ n2ij .

(12)
(13)

Applying Euler’s second law of motion to a propulsion unit
leads to
IzP · ṅ = τm − τd
= kESC · nref

(14)

− n − kτ · n2

(15)

where τm is motor torque, τd propeller torque caused by aerodynamic drag, IzP the rotational inertia of propeller and rotor
and ṅ the angular acceleration. Provided that kESC  kτ ,
the closed-loop system can be approximated by first-order
dynamics (see Figure 6) with time constant and gain
τ = IzP /kESC

Km = 1.

(16)

The only difference between both architectures is that
in vehicle A the modules are rigidly attached to the arms
whereas in vehicle B a universal joint is used to connect
them. Universal joints introduce two rotational degrees of
freedom between each rotor module and the vehicle cabin
θi ∈ [−θmax , θmax ] and φi ∈ [−φmax , φmax ]. Joint range
limitations are imposed by means of contact constraints in
simulation, which turns the model into a hybrid dynamics
system, as continuous time dynamics can be altered by a
discrete collision event. Universal joints transmit net thrust
produced by the rotor modules to the cabin as well as the
projection of the net torque vector in axis zJi (see Figure 4).
Hence, not only system equations are different, but a different state vector is required to describe the motion of each
vehicle


A
ẋ = A f A x, u, d
(17)


B
ẋ = B f B x, u, d .
(18)
Vehicle cabin attitude is characterized by means of quaternions, which avoids the singularity of minimum coordinate
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TABLE 2. Commercial propulsion unit taken as reference.

TABLE 1. Breakdown of the state vector for the two vehicles.

D. PARAMETER SELECTION

Realistic parameters are indispensable for accurate simulation, this is why, whenever possible, commercial components
are selected to take parameters from their publicly available
technical data sheets. The first step in component selection
is the specification of an objective mission for the vehicles.
In this case, such an objective is defined as the capability
to hover in place with a payload of mpay = 100 kg for at
least thov ≥ 15 min, while keeping a thrust to weight ratio
of at least rt2w = 2 to guarantee maneuverability. Assuming
that the mechanical structure, cables and electronics add up
to mrest = 150 kg, the total mass of the vehicle is given by
mT = mpay + mbat + 16 · mprop + mrest ,

representations such as Euler angles. Table 1 shows a detailed
description of the state vector for each of the vehicles.
Vehicle dynamic equations are propagated forward in time
by means of a variable step third order Runge Kutta integrator.
Fast execution is traded off with accuracy with a parameter
α as described in [27], such that α = 10−n roughly corresponds to an accuracy of n correct significant digits per result.
Simulations in this paper were carried out with a value of
α = 10−3 .

where mbat is the battery mass and mprop is the mass of a
propulsion unit composed of ESC, motor and propeller.
Taking for example the product line of the manufacturer
T-Motor, it can be concluded that a reasonable propeller
diameter to achieve the desired thrust to weight ratio is ∅p =
47 in, with a corresponding battery mass of mbat = 162 kg
and a total mass of mT = 489 kg. Therefore, the commercial components listed in Table 2 are chosen as a reference
propulsion unit to determine the vehicle parameters.
The procedure detailed in [28] can be applied to check if
the designed system satisfies the objective mission. Propulsion unit manufacturers provide empirical data that relates a
set of propeller angular speeds n with other relevant quantities
such as generated thrust, torque or consumed current

C. REDUCED VEHICLE DYNAMICS

For controller development purposes, it is useful to find a
simplified dynamic model of the vehicles with a reduced state
vector that captures their essential dynamic behavior

ẋr = f r xr , ur .
(19)
Such a simplified system makes use of ZYX Euler Angles
to represent rotations: yaw (ψ), pitch (θ ) and roll (φ), η =
{φ, θ, ψ}T . Even if such a parameterization is not free of
singularity, it is useful to linearize the dynamic equations.
Motor dynamics are neglected, assuming that propeller
speed can be directly controlled, which leads to a reduced size
state vector A xr ∈ R12 , B xr ∈ R28 . Besides, propellers are
represented as flat, uniform discs with negligible gyroscopic
and inertial effects. Taking into consideration Equation 12
and 13, an input variable transformation is carried out
urm = u2m ,

m = 1, . . . , M

(20)

so that the simplified system can be expressed in a control
affine form


ẋr = f rna xr + B xr ur .
(21)
64372

(22)

f = ff (n)
τ = fτ (n)
Ie = fIe (n).

(23)
(24)
(25)

Force equilibrium leads to the following hovering condition
mT · g = Nr · f (n∗ ),

(26)

where n∗ = 2217 rpm = 232.17 rad/s is the propeller angular
speed required for hover and Nr is the number of rotors.
Assuming a battery pack made of generic lithium ion cells
with a specific energy of ρbat = 160 Wh / kg and taking
into account the ESC voltage provided by the manufacturer
Ue = 100 V, the total battery charge is
mbat · ρbat
= 260 Ah.
(27)
C=
Ue
Imposing for safety reasons a minimum charge reserve
of 20%, total hover time can be determined
0.8 · C
thov =
= 25.2 min,
(28)
Nr · Ie (n∗ )
where Ie (n∗ ) = 31.0 A.
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TABLE 3. Chosen inertia parameters.

FIGURE 5. Least-Squares parametric estimate of the thrust and torque
produced by the chosen propulsion unit.

Defining n ∈ RNsp as the vector of angular speed sample
points at which the manufacturer provides empirical data and
n2 ∈ RNsp as the vector satisfying n2 (i) = n(i)2 , i =
1, . . . , Nsp . Parameters kf and kτ of equations 12 and 13
can be determine from look-up tables 23 and 24 as a LeastSquares problem
kf = arg min ff (n) − kf · n2
kf

kτ = arg min τd (n) − kτ · n2
kτ

2
2

(29)
(30)

with a well-known closed form solution.
†

kf = n2 · ff (n),

†

kτ = n2 · τd (n)

(31)

†

where n2 denotes the pseudo-inverse of n2
 T
−1
†
T
n2 = n2 · n2
· n2 .

(32)

The results of such an estimation for the chosen components
can be seen in Figure 5, where
kf = 5.64 · 10−3 N·s2 ,

kτ = 3.00 · 10−4 Nm·s2 . (33)

The selected motor has a velocity constant of kv =
43 rpm / V and a peak current of Imax = 160 A for 120 s.
Maximum torque is derived from those quantities with
τmax =

Imax
.
kv

(34)

Which corresponds with a maximum torque of τmax =
66 Nm. Maximum commanded speed is taken from manufacturer tables at full throttle nmax = 3113 rpm = 326.08 rad/s.
The determination of inertial parameters of the vehicle is
performed with the help of CAD software where the vehicle geometry and material (mainly composite materials) are
specified. Passenger inertial properties are taken from [29]
and extra payload is assumed to be a homogeneous cube of
40 cm. All inertia is considered to be referenced to the center
of mass of each body and expressed in their principal axes of
inertia which, assuming symmetry, implies that only diagonal
inertia matrices are considered. Inertia is grouped in three
rigid bodies: the cabin (including arms, passenger, payload
VOLUME 9, 2021

FIGURE 6. Step response of the propulsion unit can be characterized as a
first order system with time constant τ = 40 ms.
TABLE 4. Values of area and drag coefficient in each axis.

and battery), the rotor modules (including ESCs and motors)
and the propellers. Resulting values are detailed in Table 3.
With those inertial parameters, Equation 16 shows that
choosing kESC = 1 is leads to a first-order dynamic response
with time constant τ = 40 ms (see Figure 6), which is
fast enough to provide good control, while avoiding stiffness
issues and power spikes.
The separation between rotor module attaching points is
1x = 1 m, 1y = 2.16 m, 1z = 0.72 m and propellers have
a separation of 1r = 1.2 m inside the module. Universal joint
range is limited to φmax = θmax = 45◦ .
E. WIND MODEL

An effective way to test the performance of the two vehicle
architectures is to analyze their reaction to wind disturbances.
Wind speed exerts aerodynamic forces such that
Fwi =

1
· ρa · CDi · Ai · vwi 2 ,
2

i = x, y, z

(35)

where ρa = 1.225 kg / m3 is the air density at the sea level
and 15 ◦ C, CDi is the drag coefficient of each axis, Ai is the
projected area of the vehicle and vwi is the wind speed. Some
values for the vehicles of this study are proposed in Table 4.
Wind speed can be divided in two components: turbulence
and gusts. Turbulence causes random but correlated variations in wind speed and it can be efficiently modeled as a
stochastic process. Wind gusts constitute a sudden coherent
variation of wind speed in a definite direction [30].
Traditionally, turbulence modeling for large aircraft traveling at high speed has been performed by means of the Dryden
and Von Kármán stochastic models, which define a specific
power spectrum that realistically matches the frequency content of wind at such conditions. However, [31] proposes a
simpler approach to model wind turbulence at low altitudes
and speeds by filtering white Gaussian noise with a first order
low-pass filter, what is known as a first order Gauss-Markov
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means of the explicit Euler procedure, with a fixed sampletime of 1T = 10 ms.
Simulations are performed considering a total gust episode
duration of te = 15 s. According to Beaufort wind scale,
wind speeds of over 32 m / s are present in hurricanes. Thus,
present simulations consider mean wind speed variations in
a range vm
w ∈ 0 − 30 m / s. Parameters corresponding to the
dynamics of wind turbulence and wind application point are
set to Kt = 100, τt = 10, Kap = 20, τap = 20. Such
a combination leads to random wind speed and application
point patterns like the ones shown in Figure 7.
FIGURE 7. Example of simulated wind force application point and wind
velocity curves with Ag = 25 m/s.

process
v̇twi = −ai · vtwi + bi · wi ,

i = x, y, z

(36)

where wi is a zero mean and unit covariance white Gaussian
noise. Equation 36 corresponds to a first order transfer function with time constant and gain
τwi = 1/ai ,

Kwi = bi /ai , i = x, y, z.

(37)

While turbulence generates realistic conditions to test the
controllers, the goal of this investigation is to analyze the
behavior of two vehicle architectures in windy environments
of different severity. Such an environment can be simulated
by means of wind gusts of varying amplitude. Wind gusts
are modeled with the analytical expression proposed in [32]
for extreme operating gusts, which provides a characteristic
symmetric gust shape




t
t
vgw = −1vg sin 3π
1 − cos 2π
, 0 < t < tg
tg
tg
(38)
where 1vg is the relative gust amplitude, which can be
approximately correlated to mean wind speed by
1vg = 0.25 · vm
w

(39)

and tg is the total gust duration, which is linearly correlated
to the relative gust amplitude
tg = 0.71 · 1vg + 3.51.

(40)

Wind gusts are assumed to affect exclusively the horizontal
plane, with random direction.
Total wind speed is computed by adding turbulence, gusts
and wind mean speed
vw = vw t + vw g + vw m

(41)

and the force application point is assumed to also vary as a
first order Gauss-Markov process around the center of mass
of the vehicle, with time constant τap and gain Kap , leading to
the exertion of not only force, but also net angular moment.
States corresponding to wind turbulence and force application point are initialized x0 = 0 at the beginning of every
simulation episode and are integrated forward in time by
64374

III. CONTROL

In order to make a fair performance comparison of two similar
but different vehicle architectures, an equivalent control law
is required, so that none of the vehicles is penalized due to its
control algorithm. One way of achieving such an equivalence
is making use of optimal control strategies [33], where the
control designer only has to specify a general structure of the
controller and some high-level performance criterion (a cost
function) and the details of the control algorithm are left to
numerical optimization.
A. LINEAR-QUADRATIC REGULATOR (LQR)

A particularly simple optimal control algorithm is the LinearQuadratic Regulator (LQR), which corresponds to the optimal linear controller when the system of choice is linear and
the cost function is quadratic. Even if these conditions are
quite restrictive, it is possible to approach many nonlinear
systems of the form
ẋ = f (x, u)

(42)

by their linear approximation making a first order Taylor
expansion around an equilibrium point x0 , such that
f (x0 , u0 ) = 0.
ẋ ≈

∂f (x, u)
∂x

x0 ,u0

(x − x0 ) +

∂f (x, u)
∂u

x0 ,u0

(u − u0 )
(43)

Which can be converted to the standard linear state-space
form
x̄˙ = Ax̄ + Bū.

(44)

A frequent objective in controller development is to stabilize
the system around an equilibrium point, making use of limited
control effort. This goal can be expressed with a quadratic
cost function
Z ∞

J=
x̄T Qx̄ + ūT Rū dt,
(45)
0

where Q is a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix that
weights the cost associated to each state and R is a symmetric
positive definite matrix that weights the cost of each control
action.
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The optimal cost-to-go function J ∗ (x̄) for a linear system with a quadratic cost function is known to also be
quadratic [25]
J ∗ (x̄) = x̄T Sx̄,

(46)

with S symmetric positive semidefinite. Both optimal costto-go function J ∗ (x̄) and optimal policy ū∗ of the controller
must satisfy the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation
[33] and, when the system is controllable, this leads to an
optimal policy of the form
ū∗ = −R−1 BT Sx̄ = −Kx̄.

(47)

When the LQR problem is formulated as an infinite horizon
continuous-time problem, the matrix S can be determined by
solving a continuous-time algebraic Riccati equation
0 = SA + AT S − SBR−1 BT S + Q.

(48)

Thus, the optimal controller gain matrix K can be conveniently computed offline, finding an explicit expression for
the optimal control law
u = u0 − K (x − x0 ) .
∗

(49)

Applying the LQR controller to nonlinear systems like Equation 42 does not yield optimal results all over the state-space,
but it provides a very computationally efficient algorithm
to stabilize the system around a region of attraction of the
equilibrium point.
A simple way of making the LQR algorithm robust against
system uncertainty and unmodeled phenomena is the inclusion of integral terms. However, the goal of this exercise is
to compare the performance of two architectures in the same
conditions, therefore, no integrator is introduced to minimize
complexity.
B. LQR COST COEFFICIENT SELECTION

Determining a set of coefficients for matrices Q and R is
not a trivial task. The number of free parameters to tune
controllers for both vehicles adds up to 756. These parameters
should provide to the controller information about the relative
importance of each state and control signal in the overall
control problem, taking into account the units in which each
magnitude is expressed. Depending on the chosen coefficients, the vehicle performance can vary significantly. Thus,
it is required to find a set of reasonable coefficients that leads
to a fair comparison between the two vehicle architectures.
Whenever there is not any particularly strong penalty associated with simultaneously having error in a combination of
states or with making simultaneous use of a set of actuators,
it is common practice to neglect the non-diagonal elements
of both matrices, which ostensibly reduces the set of free
parameters to 72.




q1 0 0
r1 0 0




Q =  0 ... 0  , R =  0 ... 0 
(50)
0 0 qN
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0 0 rM

FIGURE 8. Bidimensional schematic representation of the correction
mechanisms of both vehicle architectures. In order to produce the same
net rotor inclination η̄xy vehicle A orientates the whole cabin A η̄xy while
vehicle B can either orientate the cabin B η̄xy õr the propellers with
respect to the cabin B η̄p .

A simple procedure to find reasonable parameters was
proposed by Bryson [34]. The idea is that the control designer
should specify ‘‘acceptable’’ deviations from equilibrium
for each state x̄na and control action ūam , which are, based on
knowledge of the system, considered to be equivalently pernicious for the control performance. Then, each cost coefficient
can be chosen so that the following conditions are met
qn · (x̄na )2 = 1 n = 1, . . . , N
rm · (ūam )2

= 1 m = 1, . . . , M

(51)
(52)

Because the systems studied in this work exclusively have
one type of actuators, we establish as reasonable that
rm = r = 1/(ūa )2

m = 1, . . . , M

(53)

Taking horizontal symmetry into consideration, it is possible to reduce the number of free parameters by aggregating
horizontal translational and rotational states in more general
categories. This leads to the following set of 20 parameters,
to be determined by the controller designer:
A a A a A a A a A a A a A a A a A a
ū η̄xy ψ̄ r̄xy r̄z ω̄xy ω̄z v̄xy v̄z
B a B a B a B a B a B a B a B a B a B a B a
ū η̄xy ψ̄ r̄xy r̄z η̄p ω̄xy ω̄z v̄xy v̄z ω̄p

However, in order to make both models comparable, some
relationships must be satisfied by the parameters of both
vehicle models, so that they assign costs equivalently.
ūa = A ūa = B ūa
a
a
a
r̄xy
= A r̄xy
= B r̄xy

(54)
(55)

r̄za = A r̄za = B r̄za

(56)

v̄axy = A v̄axy = B v̄axy

(57)

v̄az = A v̄az = B v̄az

(58)

a
a
a
η̄xy
= A η̄xy
= B η̄xy
+ B η̄pa

(59)

ψ̄ a = A ψ̄ a = B ψ̄ a
a
a
a
ω̄xy
= A ω̄xy
= B ω̄xy
+ B ω̄pa

(60)
(61)

ω̄za = A ω̄za = B ω̄za

(62)

The rationale behind Equation 59 and 61 is that, in both
systems, the horizontal translational error is tightly related
with the total orientation of the rotors. While model A can
only increase A η̄xy to produce a given horizontal force, model
B can produce the same force by combining B η̄xy with B η̄p
(see Figure 8).
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TABLE 5. Free parameters.

TABLE 6. Summary of chosen cost coefficients.

Equations 54 to 62 reduce the size of the independent
parameter space to a total of 11 free parameters, which can be
grouped under the labels of positions, velocities and actuation
(see Table 5).
Considering Equation 47 and 48, one can infer that there
exist infinite pair of matrices Q0 = a · Q, R0 = a · R such that
S0 = a · S, making the controller gain K remain the same.
In other words, scaling every free parameter by the same
constant would leave the resulting controller unchanged.
Having all these elements into consideration, the coefficient selection process is started by specifying position coefficients. Given extensive simulation experience, we propose
the following values as reasonable:
a
a
η̄xy
= 30◦ , B η̄xy
= 0.1◦ , ψ̄ a = 0.5◦ ,
a
a
r̄xy = 0.1 m, r̄z = 0.01 m

Due to the nature of these systems, tight precision requirea ) require relatively large
ments in the horizontal plane (low r̄xy
a
a  η̄a
values of total rotor inclination η̄xy . The choice of B η̄xy
xy
was performed to encourage the relative motion between
rotors and cabin in model B, stressing out the differences
between models (Figure 8). A small r̄za is required to compensate the lack of integrator and guarantee reasonable height
tracking.
Similarly, the following maximum admissible velocity
deviations are proposed:
a
a
ω̄xy
= 30 ◦ /s, B ω̄xy
= 0.1 ◦ /s, ω̄za = 0.5 ◦ /s,
v̄axy = 0.1 m/s, v̄az = 0.01 m/s

point used for LQR controller development. A video summary of the here presented results can be found in the supplementary material and in the link referenced in the abstract.
A. WIND DISTURBANCES

Figure 9 shows the simulated reaction of model A and B to
windy conditions like the ones described in subsection II-E.
While both vehicles have equivalent controllers (see subsection III-B), the response as perceived in the cabin is very
different: because of its full actuation in SE(3), vehicle B
requires minimum cabin oscillations to overcome the gust and
displacement error is smaller too.
Due to the randomness of wind models, extensive simulation is required to make general statements. Thus, in order
to analyze the vehicle response to different wind gust amplitudes, each episode of te = 15 s is simulated Ne = 500 times
for each vehicle at each value of mean wind speed in the range
vm
w ∈ [0, 30] m / s.
At each episode, the following performance metrics are
collected:
• Stability percentage: The percentage of episodes where
the vehicle remains stable in hover conditions
Ns
.
(63)
ρs =
Ne

•

Given from subsection II-D that u0 = 232.17 rad/s and
umax = 326.08 rad/s we consider that a reasonable deviation
of the control action for the level of state error proposed is
ūa = 50 rad/s.

where n is the vector of propeller speeds and τ is the
vector of motor torques. This magnitude is averaged
between the amount of episodes in which both vehicles
were stable Ns∗
PNs∗
Pm
∗
Pm = i=1∗ i .
(65)
Ns

These values are the nominal coefficients chosen for the
comparison, however, in order to test the vehicles under a
broader variety of conditions, two other sets of parameters
will be tested, loosening and tightening the displacement
tracking requirements to vary the responsiveness of the controllers. A detailed list can be found in Table 6.
IV. RESULTS

In the following section, the performance of both vehicle
architectures is compared in terms of stability, precision,
comfort and efficiency for different wind conditions and
controller cost functions by means of extensive simulation.
Besides, safety is addressed simulating a rotor failure scenario. All tests are conducted in hover, at the linearization
64376

An episode is considered unstable when the center of
mass presents a divergence from its reference position
greater or equal to 15 m (for loose state tracking parameters it is increased to 20 m) or the cabin roll or pitch
exceed π/2 rad.
Mean power consumption: Episodic mean of the
mechanical power required to maintain hover, it provides information about the efficiency of each vehicle
R te T 
n · τ dt
Pm = 0
,
(64)
te

•

Maximum translation error: Maximum deviation of
the linear position coordinates inside an episode, it is
related with the safety distance required around the
vehicle.
r̂xy = rxy

∞

,

r̂z = rz − rz0

(66)
∞

(67)
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where rxy is the total horizontal displacement computed
as
q
rxy = rx2 + ry2 .
(68)
This magnitudes are averaged between the amount of
episodes where both vehicles where stable Ns∗
PNs∗
r̂i
∗
,
i = xy, z.
(69)
r̂i = i=1
∗
Ns
•

Maximum angular error: Maximum deviation of the
angular position coordinates inside an episode, it is a
proxy of passenger comfort. While passenger comfort
is a subjective magnitude, influenced by many factors,
large angular variations are assumed to be correlated
with greater passenger discomfort and feeling of danger.
η̂xy = ηxy

(70)

∞

η̂z = ηz − ηz0

∞

(71)

where ηz = ψ and ηxy is the total horizontal rotation
computed as
ηxy = acos (cos φ · cos θ)

(72)

and it corresponds to the total angle between the reference axis z0 and the zB axis attached to the vehicle cabin.
This magnitudes are averaged between the amount of
episodes where both vehicles were stable Ns∗
PNs∗
η̂i
∗
η̂i = i=1∗ , i = xy, z.
(73)
Ns
Figure 10 shows simulation results for each of the three
controller cost coefficients of Table 6. Each graph required
simulating 14.6 h of flight per vehicle.
10b shows the behavior of both vehicles with controllers
optimized for the nominal cost coefficient set (see Table 6).
When wind speeds are low, both vehicle architectures behave
similarly. However, as wind speed passes the threshold of
10 m/s, model A percentage stability decreases to 92.36 %,
reaching 26.2 % for a mean wind speed of 30 m/s. Model B
shows better stability properties and it can reach as much as
99.8 % stability for a mean wind speed of 30 m/s.
Such a behavior is explainable because the LQR controller
can only stabilize the system around a region of attraction
where the linearization assumptions hold. Vehicle A is more
easily forced out of that region of attraction because it has
to move a larger inertia to orientate the net thrust vector and
is therefore slower. Besides, vehicle model A has a lower
yaw control authority, because it must correct yaw deviations
exclusively with propeller torque, whereas vehicle model B
can combine it with thrust vectoring strategies.
Power consumption is very similar in both vehicles when
wind speed is low. As wind speed increases, energy consumption increases in vehicle A, reaching up to 5.8 % more for
a mean wind speed of 30 m/s. Once again, such a behavior
can be attributed to the larger inertia and lower yaw control
authority of vehicle model A.
VOLUME 9, 2021

FIGURE 9. Cabin states reacting to a wind gust with vgm = 25 m/s and
nominal controller parameter set.

For the same reasons, horizontal displacement error
reaches 4.0 m in vehicle A and 2.0 m in vehicle B and vertical
error in vehicle A is 1.2 m whereas in vehicle B it is 0.2 m for
wind speeds of 30 m/s.
Regarding angular error, horizontal angular error is up to
an order of magnitude larger in vehicle A, which is reasonable
due to its underactuation, it is not physically possible to minimize translation error without sacrificing pitch and roll. It is
remarkable however the large error in yaw angle of vehicle A
in comparison with vehicle B for high wind speeds which can
once again be attributed to the previously mentioned reduced
yaw control authority.
Loose position tracking coefficients are tested in 10a. The
effect of loosening position tracking is that stability is slightly
increased and power consumption slightly decreased, but
at the cost of substantially increasing translation and yaw
error. 10c shows tight position tracking coefficients which
lead to very reactive controllers. Such controllers significantly reduce position error at the cost of decreasing vehicle
stability.
As a general conclusion, making use of controllers optimized against different cost functions, vehicle architecture B
shows a more stable behavior and it achieves similar or less
displacement error with less energy consumption and drastically less variations in cabin orientation. It must be remarked
that these results were obtained for short episodes (te = 15 s)
and hovering conditions. Longer gusts could affect mean consumed power and position error could be reduced introducing
integral terms in the controller. Besides, following a cruising
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FIGURE 10. Wind rejection performance metrics of the two vehicle architectures for different wind gust amplitudes and controller parameter sets.
Every point is averaged over the stable proportion of Ne = 500 episodes.

trajectory instead of hovering could also affect the power consumption characteristics of the vehicles, as vehicle model B
could keep the cabin in its minimum drag orientation. However, the goal of this exercise is to compare the metrics
of both architectures under the same conditions, everything
else being equal. The here presented simulations enable to
conclude that wind rejection capabilities can be improved by
means of the proposed passive rotor tilting mechanism.
B. ROTOR FAILURE

Even if vehicle architecture B shows good properties in nominal operation mode, a reasonable concern is its ability to deal
with catastrophic events such as a propeller or motor loss.
While quadrotors must sacrifice control of a degree of freedom when a rotor fails [35], multirotors are well known for
the robustness provided by their redundant propulsion system
which allows them to perform a safe emergency landing when
a propulsion unit is lost [36].
In order to test the behavior of both vehicles when a rotor
failure happens, the LQR controllers developed in section III
are employed with the nominal parameter set. Even if ad-hoc
controllers could be developed to gain command in such
circumstances, the focus here was once again on comparing
both vehicle architectures under the same conditions.
64378

FIGURE 11. The control algorithm is capable of finding nontrivial
configurations to overcome a propeller loss and stabilize the system.

In the case of the fully actuated architecture, losing a rotor
implies the inability to further control the full orientation of
the corresponding rotor module. However, Figure 11 shows
how, making use of the linear controller developed in previous sections, the rest of rotor modules get to rearrange and
compensate resulting forces and moments.
Figure 12 shows a comparison of the cabin states of
both vehicle architectures reacting to a rotor failure at time
tf = 2 s. Stationary error is due to the divergence between
the real system and the nominal model of the system used
VOLUME 9, 2021
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Future work could include the analysis of trajectory tracking controllers and forward flight operation, where the influence of drag on the cabin is likely to affect energy consumption: overactuated vehicles are capable of maintaining
the cabin at the minimum drag configuration, while underactuated multirotors must constantly adjust cabin orientation,
affecting drag and power consumption.
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FIGURE 12. Cabin states reacting to a propeller loss with nominal
controller parameter set.
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